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PLACES TO EAT / DRINK
MR. E (Kolympithres) Legendary Mr. E invites you to taste the
island’s famed gastronomic legacy and connect with the local Parian
cuisine that pays tribute to old traditional recipes and local produce.
It serves fresh, seasonal Greek cuisine.
Siparos (Xifara) Offers high-end cuisine of local seafood and other specialties
with a laid-back island atmosphere
Thalassamou An idyllic scenery unfolds before your eyes and an amazing
culinary experience on your plate, in this sea-side restaurant. All the above
are attributed to Marios Salmatanis' vast experience and creativity. Mario
introduces us to his gastronomical world with reinvented traditional recipes
and innovative approaches to the classics. The place-to-be for all foodies
visiting Paros.

SUAL DINING
Stilvi (Naoussa) Beautiful backyard in the inner side of Naoussa that brings a
Mykonos vibe in Paros. Mediterranean cuisine with great meat and fish.
Options. The music gets louder as the evening goes by.
Christianna (Ambelas) Seafood tavern serving up the daily catch off the
family’s boat. Ask for the table on the terrace overlooking the water
Glyfa Located next to quiet, serene beach of the same name, this laid-back
establishment serves excellent but simple Greek dishes. Most of their
vegetable and some fruit are grown in their own garden

Mario (Naoussa) One of the most iconic restaurants situated in the small
port of Naoussa, created by none other than Mario Tsachpinis, who takes
the notion of gastronomy further year after year. The family-owned farm,
provides the ingredients for true Parian flavors. A must visit for all foodies
and gourmands.
Buon Vento (Marpissa) Neapolitan cuisine meets Greek island atmosphere in
this intimate Italian restaurant overlooking the sea
Klarinos (Lefkes) Traditional restaurant featuring mainly meat dishes as well
as traditional Parian dishes, located in the jewel of Paros, Lefkes, with a style
that has remained as it was at the beginning of the century.
Yemeni (Naoussa) Traditional meze place with a well-curated menu including
Greek and local specialties. Yemeni is in the narrow streets of Naoussa old
town, decorated in old-fashioned style. Nikos, the Parian owner, lets you know
about the dishes of the day, and tells you which ones are cooked with
chemical-free fruits & vegetables from his family’s produce. His mother and
wife help in the kitchen to ensure that you taste homemade meals.
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Ouzeri Tsachpinis (Naoussa) In the small port of Naoussa, a simple Greek taverna for locals
and visitors, that reminds you of the authentic Paros, where fish is caught by local fishermen
and produce is brought from the family farm.
To Dixty (Santa Maria Beach)
Cozy tavern with fresh seafood and local homemade Greek dishes.
Halaris (Piso Livadi) A small tavern on the harbor specializing in seafood and offering a wide
range of mezedes. Make sure to leave room for some local yogurt and homemade orange
sweets!
Statheros Meze (Naoussa) The daughter of the famous Greek chef Argiro Barbarigou opened
this restaurant a few years ago showcasing her mother’s and yiayia’s recipes. A gastronomical
journey to the local cuisine of Paros in a little hidden gem, where guests and staff all together
create a homey and local atmosphere. Small terrace overlooking the port houses a few tables
for a romantic evening.

BAR / COCKTAILS
Sante Cocktail Bar (Naoussa) Enjoy delicious signature cocktails under a shady
Eucalyptus. Sante is nestled in a traditional alley of Naoussa.
Agosta Bar (Naoussa) - Specializing in cocktail drinks, one of the trendiest bars on
the island
Santa Maria Beach Bar - Located in Santa Maria Beach, one of the most
cosmopolitan beach bars, it hosts parties and events combined with modern food
choices and drinks
Fotis (Naoussa) Art Café is known as one of the most sophisticated café-bars in
Naoussa
Sommaripa (Naoussa) Perfect café bar perched above the harbor
Comeback (Naoussa) Cocktails and more by the sea

SITES & ACTIVITIES
Ekatontapyliani (Paroikia) –this is one of the earliest Christian churches in Greece,
built around 4th century AD
Aghios Antonios Monastery (Marpissa) – perched on top of the hill of Kefalos,
this lovely structure offers a wonderful look into Greece. While on the hill, take the
opportunity to enjoy the spectacular view of Naxos and other islands around Paros
Ancient Marble Quarries (along the Paroikia-Lefkes road) – the source of the
famous Parian marble used to create some of the most well-known ancient
scuplutres
Butterfly Valley (near Aliki) – this small park with lovely paths and steps is a must
for nature lovers (open June-September)
Antiparos –this island is just a 10-minute boat ride from either Paroikia or from
Pounta (from the later if you plan to take a car/moped). Head to the Cave of Agios
Ioannis to see an early Christian church or just spend the day relaxing on the
beach and wandering through town
Windsurfing and Kite surfing – Paros is one of the windiest islands in the Cyclades
which makes it the ideal location for sports enthusiasts. Lessons and rentals are
offered at some of the most well-known beaches, such as Chrissi Akti
Walk on the Byzantine Road – this ancient street runs from the mountain village
of Lefkes down the small, traditional settlement of Prodromos
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BEACHES
Kolymbithres – This is a uniquely beautiful beach located in the western section of the
Bay of Naoussa. It is characterized by the natural sculptures formed in the granite by
millennia of erosion by wind and rain that create a series of semi private coves. There are
a tavern and coffee bar. You can reach this beach via boat from Naoussa or by car
Chrysi Akti – this Blue Flag beach is among the most beautiful and longest sandy beach
on the island. It is a veritable paradise for lovers of sea sports offering perfect
conditions for any type of sailing activity
Farangas – located on the south side of the island, this is a wide sandy beach and a great
destination for windy days as it’s completely sheltered from the ‘Meltemi’ (strong
northern winds)
Santa Maria – 2 km from Naoussa you will find this long sandy beach with clear water,
taverns, beach bars and sea sport clubs
Pounda Beach (not to be confused with Pounda port) – 1km from Piso Livadi. Great for
those looking for a lively atmosphere with music, umbrellas and lounge chairs, a pool,
bars, and shops
Krios – 2 km from the centre of Paroikia, also on the north end of the bay, Krios offers
a beach snack-bar, tavern, and an organized campground. The water is extremely clear
and there is regular boat service to and from Paroikia port.
You can also reach the beach over land via the walking path or the inland road
Kalogeros – a small beach next to Molos known for its therapeutic “mud” made from
pieces of the cliff walls mixed with the sea water
Pounda – just to the south of the port of Pounda lies a long expanse of soft yellow sand.
This is mainly a beach for water sport enthusiasts and school here is renowned
throughout Greece as one of the best places for kite and windsurfing. A dive school also
operates from the port of Pounda from where you can catch the ferry to the neighboring
island of Antiparos
Laggeri – quiet, accessible by car and light hiking, 2 km from Naoussa. Best beach in
terms of water quality
Monastiri – great for watersports and good beach bar

GETTING AROUND
Bus - The island has a bus system that will get you to most major towns and beaches
Taxi - There is taxi service on the island but please keep in mind that the number of taxis is
limited so pre-reserve whenever possible. Ask the hotel staff for assistance
For more freedom - you may want to rent a car / moped / ATV for a day or two.
The hotel staff can assist you
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